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Abstract  

This paper describes FMS scheduling problem based on Petri net with the goal of minimizing makespan . A hybrid 
heuristic search approach for the scheduling is presented, which combine dynamic search window with best-first 
algorithm and backtracking search., In addition redundant markings can be eliminated to reduce the searched state 
space. We use the proposed method to search for an optimal schedule of an example with varied lot sizes for each job 
type considered. Comparison with previous work is given to show the proposed approach can generate an optimal 
solution, but with much less search time and memory space. This hybrid algorithm can be deal with large systems. 
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I.Introduction

 Flexible manufacturing system (FMS) is an automatic production environment, and there may be 
several parallel production environments in it. Different products can be processed simultaneously, and 
many resources can be shared. FMS has many important properties, such as concurrent, shared, routing 
flexibility, batch variable, etc. It is difficult to model the complexity such a system showed by using 
traditional technology. Scheduling is the most important and difficult in operation of FMS, which belongs 
to NP-Hard problem [1, 3, and 4]. For this problem, many methods have been proposed, such as queuing 
theory, mathematical programming, system simulation, control theory, artificial intelligence, etc. [2]. 
 Petri net, as a formal tool of the combination of mathematical analysis and graphics features, is used 
to describe the characteristics of concurrent, resource sharing, machining path diversity, etc. And also the 
deadlock can be effectively solved, which is considered as the effective tools of modeling, analysis and 
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monitoring for FMS [3, 4, 8, 12]. Petri net has also been used in the study of FMS scheduling problem recent 
years, Shih and Sekiguchi [4] used local scheduling to solve conflict during the using of Petri net 
simulation FMS; based on the scheduling performance evaluation obtained by the Petri net simulation 
running, Wang Xiaorong, et, al. [5] used two-stage hierarchical evolutionary optimization approach to 
solve the optimization scheduling problem of flexible production; Zhang [6] used Petri net to model the 
production assembly process, and combined dynamic programming approach to solve scheduling 
problem; Xie[7] used the combination of genetic algorithm (GA) Petri net to solve the configuration 
variable production line scheduling problem, Pan Quanke [8] used the hybrid algorithm of the 
combination of genetic algorithms and simulated annealing hybrid algorithm to optimize the scheduling 
of green manufacturing model. According to the combination of heuristic algorithm and Petri net model, 
it produced and searched reachability graph of part state, and then to obtain the optimal or sub-optimal 
scheduling scheme, which was the main method to solve the Petri net-based problem [3]; Lee and 
DiCesare[3] used A * algorithm for the Petri net-based production scheduling problem; Sun and Chen [9] 
improved Lee’s method, and proposed the A * algorithm of limited expansion; Xiong and Zhou[10] 
proposed hybrid algorithm which combines stage backtracking and Best-First; Jeng[11] used 
approximation of state equation to establish efficient heuristic function; Moro, et al.[12] used dynamic 
window search technology in scheduling optimization Gu Tianlong[13] proposed the representation of 
ordered binary decision diagram with related data in state space and the search process, avoiding the 
display enumeration of the state and search. All of the algorithms may be used to improve the efficiency 
by increasing the missing of optimal solution probability, or the generality of its approach is not enough. 
When the system scale is increased, the vast majority of methods often finally become a kind of similar 
breadth search algorithm with low efficiency [14]. 
 Based on timed Petri net model of FMS, and taking the make span as its goal, the hybrid heuristic 
algorithm that combines dynamic window technology with Best-First algorithm and backtracking method 
is proposed in this paper. Simultaneously, the characteristics of use changing concurrent should be used 
to delete the redundant identity, and further to narrow search space. This algorithm is applied to the 
instance, and compares with the other results, verifying the effectiveness of this algorithm. 

2.The Establishment of Model 

2.1.Timed Petri net 

 Timed pool Petri net (TPPN)  can be expressed as the following 6 tuples. 

 0TPPN ( , , , , , )P T F W M DT  in which 

 1 2{ , , , }mP p p p is a finite pool set, expressing resources or operations; 

 1 2{ , , , }nT t t t  is finite changing set, expressing the event; 

 ( ) ( )F P T T P  is directed arc set; 
 : {1,2,3, }W F  is a mapping function of weight;  

 0 : {0,1,2, }M P  is initial marking, expressing the initial state of system 

 :DT P R  is the time set that related to pool. It need a certain time of each change from 
enabling to triggering, namely, the maximum operating time it enters to the pool. 
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2.2.Model description  

 Model assumption: multiple products can be processed and handled in the system. Each product has 
its own processing order, and it can also have a variety of orders. There is no order between different 
products. Multiple resources may be required in each product, but resources are exclusive and non-
preemptive in the manufacturing process. 
 Search space: the state space of system Petri net model; 
 Search goals: find the change activation order that makes the smallest evaluation function f (M) 
change from initial marking m0 to target marking mF. 
 In which: f(m)= g(m)+ h(m); 
 g (m) is the determined makespan of partial scheduling from m0 till now, h (m) is the estimated value 
of makespan from now to target marking mF. Namely the next marking should be selected and 
determined through f (m). 

3.Scheduling Algorithm 

3.1.Search window 

 In search window SF, top-level and bottom-level is the maximum and minimum depth of the marking 
it contains. Search window only can accommodate depth (m) between [top-bottom] (depth (m) is the 
depth of marking m in reachability tree), after the searching of marking in the bottom, the search window 
must be pushed on. The marking number that the layer of l depth contains is size (l-depth), and it can’t 
more than max-node. Generally, it uses [top-level, max-node, window-size] as parameters to definite 
search window. There is a limit set by search window for the search space of heuristic function, avoiding 
the index increasing of the state space.    

3.2.Scheduling algorithm 

 1) Put initial marking m0 into the open table; 
 2) If open table is empty, then to return error, and end algorithm; 
 3) Obtain a ( )f m  minimum marking m from open table: 
 If it is target state, then return to the constructed optimal path from initial state to the target state, and 
end algorithm; 
 If top-depth <depth (m), then obtain a depth (m) = bottom-depth and minimum marking m of f (m) 
from open table, and move it to close table; if size (bottom- depth) = max-node, then the search window 
will move forward; 
 If the marking of m is bottom-depth depth(m)<top-depth size(depth(m))<max-nod, then move it to 
close table; 
 If bottom-depth>depth (m), then move this marking from open table; 
 4) Find out all the changes can be implemented in marking m, and generate its follow-up marking; 
 5) Operate the removal process of the redundancy marking to delete some marking in open; 
 6) For each follow-up marking m of each m: 
 Calculate ( )f m ;  

 If m is not in open table and close table, then add it into open table; 
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 If m is in the open table or close table, then compare the valuation function value of the newly 
generated ( )f m  and the previous m . If the old value is small, then to delete the new generated 

marking m ; if the new value is small, then to replace the old value, and make the pointer to a new path. 
If the matched m is in the close table, then move it into open table; 
 7) Turn to 3). 
 The removal process of redundant marking: 
 1) If open table is empty, then quit; 
 2) If ti is the change that can be triggered in marking m, then: 
 Find the sister marking mb of m in open table, namely there is the same father marking between mb 
and m; 
 If mb is generated by father marking through ti, then delete mb in open table; 
 Repeat the above two steps till the entire sister markings of m are checked in open table. 
 3) Repeat step 2) till all the change that can be triggered are checked in marking m. 
 The above removal process of redundant marking is based on the principle of change concurrent in 
Figure [1]. If changes in t1 and t2 are concurrent, they are triggered in arbitrary order, however, only one 
can represent this situation, the rest can be deleted. 

4.Case Studies 

 In this paper, the final test session of an actual IC production was scheduled. The problems can be 
abstracted as follows[10]: There are 4 workpieces, and the processing amount of each workpiece is 
different, for each piece need have three processes, there is only one machine can operate in each process 
at one time. The description of system’s production processes is shown in Table 1. 
TABLE I: JOB REQUIREMENT OF EXAMPLE 

operation/ 
workpiece J1 J2 J3 J4 

1 (M1 2) (M3 4) (M1 3) (M2 3)
2 (M2 3) (M1 2) (M3 5) (M3 4)
3 (M3 4) (M2 2) (M2 3) (M1 3)

 In Petri net model, pool represents an operation or a state of resources, change represents the start 
and end of an event or operation process, the end of change for one behavior means starting for the other 
behavior. Token in operating pool means it is operating. The time interval between start and end 
operation is the execution time of operation. Thus the system Petri net model is established, as is shown 
in Figure 1. 
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Fig. 1 Petri net model of the example system 

 The algorithm proposed in this paper makes scheduling for system model under different production 
batches, and BF algorithm and BT-BF algorithm are compared with (the results are shown in Table 2). It 
can be seen that scheduling optimization can be realized through this algorithm (H-HS), greatly reducing 
the search space (it can be reflected from the number of search marking), saving the computer memory, 
and increasing computing speed. 
TABLE II: COMPARISON OF THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM AND OTHER APPROACH 

Batch Makespan Number of search marking

J1 J2 J3 J4 BF * BT-BF * H-HS ** BF * BT-BF * H-HS ** 

5 5 2 2 58 62 59 3437 1687 813 

8 8 4 4 100 104 103 9438 8045 1889 

10 10 6 6 134 148 137 23093 18875 2657 

 * is the computing result of [10], ** is the computing result of the algorithm in this paper. 
 The scheduling results are listed by using the algorithm under the larger production volume, as is 
shown in Table 3. It can be seen that algorithm can better overcome the previous algorithm which can not 
be used to schedule larger system. 
TABLE III:  SOME LARGE CASES 

Batch 
Makespan Number of search 

marking 
CPU time* 

(second) J1 J2 J3 J4

20 20 10 10 253 5520 323 
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50 50 20 20 583 13817 1858 

100 100 100 100 1703 35532 15883 

* is the CPU operating time in PC. 

5.Conclusions 

 A hybrid heuristic algorithm that solves the FMS system scheduling problems based on Petri model 
is proposed in this paper. The dynamic search window technique is combined with the best first 
algorithm and retrospective methods, and the search space is further reduced by using the removal 
process of redundancy marking. According to the scheduling optimization of the final testing process for 
actual IC production, especially to calculate the scheduling results of each workpiece under different 
batches, and to compare with the computing results of previous literatures, it can be seen that the search 
space is greatly reduced, the computer memory is saved and the computing speed is increased by this 
algorithm based on the guarantee of scheduling global algorithm. This algorithm has the characteristics of 
strong generality, so it can be also used for the scheduling problems of larger system. 
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